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Enlist™ Cotton Trait Earns Full Export Approval, More Acres Coming in 2017 
U.S. growers can take full advantage of a superior weed control system in cotton 

INDIANAPOLIS — August 10, 2016 — U.S. cotton growers can plant varieties 
containing the Enlist™ trait with confidence in 2017. Cotton grown using this landmark 
technology now has full export approval in key countries. This ensures cotton growers 
will have access to the newest and most advanced weed control technology available. 

South Korea recently approved Enlist™ cotton for food 
use. The South Korean Ministry of Food and Drug Safety 
ruling gives full feed and food import approval for cotton 
varieties containing the Enlist trait. The ruling allows use 
of cottonseed oil and products in the country’s food 
system.  

“This is a great step forward for cotton growers and the Enlist weed control system,” 
says John Chase, Dow AgroSciences, Enlist commercial leader. 

The Enlist™ weed control system is an important technology for U.S. growers. It takes 
weed control to the next level by building on the Roundup Ready® system. 
Enlist™ cotton, part of the Enlist weed control system, is tolerant to new 2,4-D choline, 
glyphosate and glufosinate for postemergence control of tough weeds. Once registered 
for use on Enlist cotton, growers can use Enlist Duo® herbicide, a combination of a new 
2,4-D and glyphosate. Registration of Enlist Duo for use on Enlist cotton is anticipated 
for the 2017 cropping season. 
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Enlist cotton gives growers additional postemergence options to control difficult and 
resistant weeds. The Enlist trait is being incorporated into top-performing 
PhytoGen® brand varieties. These varieties will continue to help growers improve cotton 
yield and quality while providing options for improved weed control. 

“The Enlist cotton trait and Enlist weed control system will help growers across the 
United States manage hard-to-control weeds in our high-yielding PhytoGen brand 
varieties,” says Hank King, U.S. leader for PhytoGen. “These key export approvals 
mean full speed ahead for the Enlist trait in cotton for our PhytoGen growers in 2017.” 

“Broad export approval will allow us to build on the successful 2016 launch of the Enlist 
trait in PhytoGen cottonseed,” Chase says. “We will be able to accelerate our ability to 
bring this valuable trait to more cotton growers who need new solutions to difficult weed 
challenges.” 

About Dow AgroSciences 
Dow AgroSciences discovers, develops, and brings to market crop protection and plant 
biotechnology solutions for the growing world. Based in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA, 
Dow AgroSciences is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Dow Chemical Company and 
had annual global sales of $6.4 billion in 2015. Learn more at www.dowagro.com. 
Follow Dow AgroSciences on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Google+, or subscribe to 
our News Release RSS Feed. 

— END — 

®™DOW Diamond, Enlist, Enlist Duo and the Enlist Logo are trademarks of The Dow Chemical Company 
(“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow. ®PhytoGen is a trademark of PhytoGen Seed Company, LLC. 
PhytoGen Seed Company is a joint venture between Mycogen Corporation, an affiliate of Dow 
AgroSciences LLC, and the J.G. Boswell Company. ®Roundup Ready is a registered trademark of 
Monsanto Technology LLC. The Enlist weed control system is owned and developed by 
Dow AgroSciences LLC. Enlist Duo herbicide is not yet registered for use on Enlist cotton. Enlist Duo is 
not registered for sale or use in all states. Contact your state pesticide regulatory agency to determine if a 
product is registered for sale or use in your state. Always read and follow label directions. 
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South Korea has approved import of cotton featuring the Enlist™ trait, giving U.S. cotton growers the 
ability to adopt superior weed control.   
 

 
Top-performing PhytoGen® brand varieties with the Enlist™ trait provide cotton growers options for 
improved weed control.  

 


